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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SFMTA’s Annual Report, an overview of the progress we made in FY2014 toward achieving our strategic goals and improving the transportation system for San Franciscans.At the SFMTA, we strive to improve the experience of traveling around San Francisco each day and for the future. Our focus is on achieving the four goals outlined in our strategic plan – Safety, Travel Choices, Livability andService. I’m proud to say we’re moving forward in each of these areas. In the past year, we have positively impacted people’s lives by making our transportation system safer, faster and more reliable. As we complete moreprojects and initiatives and improve how we manage the agency we are seeing evidence that our work is creating tangible benefits – for the local economy, the environment and the travel experience.In this presentation I’ll provide an overview of our progress as described in this year’s Annual Report, Moving Forward.
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Who We Are 
The SFMTA plans, designs, 

builds, operates, regulates and 
maintains one of the most 

comprehensive transportation 
networks in the world.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unique among municipal transportation agencies. We operate Muni, manage city streets, facilitate vehicle sharing and manage taxisSan Francisco voters established the SFMTA in 1999 by passing Proposition E, which amended the City Charter to merge Muni with the Department of Parking and Traffic Created an integrated agency to manage city streets more effectively and advance the city’s Transit First policyIn 2009 the SFMTA merged with the Taxi Commission to further streamline transportation management in San FranciscoWe also plan and implement strategic, community-based projects to improve the transportation network and prepare for the future
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Serving San Francisco 
• $851 million operating budget 
• Almost 5,400 jobs 
• More than 3 million hours of transit service 

annually  
• 702,000 daily boardings on Muni 
• 1,053 transit vehicles in the Muni fleet 
• 431 miles of bicycle paths, lanes and routes* 
• 1,201 signalized intersections 
• 281,700 street signs  
• 441,950 publicly available parking spaces 
• 1,956 taxi medallions 

*Measured in lane miles  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These stats provide an idea of the scope of our mission
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Strategic Plan 
1. Safety: Create a safer 

transportation experience for 
everyone 

2. Travel Choices: Make transit, 
walking, bicycling, taxi, ridesharing 
and carsharing the most attractive 
and preferred means of travel 

3. Livability: Improve the 
environment and quality of life in 
San Francisco 

4. Service: Create a workplace that 
delivers outstanding service 

Our Values 
• Transit First  
• Complete and Green Streets  
• Green, Clean & Quiet Mobility 
• Social Equity and Access  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are guided by our six-year Strategic Plan, a roadmap of priorities and a statement of goals that also frames how we assess our progress.  The four goals outlined in the Strategic Plan guide our efforts as we work to maintain and improve San Francisco’s transportation networkThe Strategic Plan includes specific targets (we call them Key Performance Indicators) that we use to monitor and measure our progress. Every two years we develop a Strategic Action Plan that keeps us focused on achieving the agency’s broader goals in our day-to-day work. Two years after adopting the plan, we’re pleased to report we’ve completed or made significant progress on 86 percent of the actions in it. 



Moving Forward in 2014 
• Launched Muni Forward and Vision Zero 
• Proposition A (Transportation and Road 

Improvement Bond) passed, dedicating $500 million 
to local transportation 

• Completed Central Subway tunneling 
• Concerted efforts to improve service and culture 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are operating in the context of a big, growing city, one that in previous decades has gotten a bit behind in taking care of some of its most basic transportation needs.The past year we have made great strides to address these needs and to prepare for a more crowded future in which people will get around more and more on transit, by foot, on a bike or in a shared vehicle.Some of our most important initiatives made great progress this year – we are building a better transportation system and we are also improving our culture to ensure we can deliver on our promises.



Goal 1: Safety 
Create a safer 
transportation 
experience for 
everyone 
Accomplishments: 
 

1. Crime on Muni down 28% 
2. Vision Zero adopted, eight 

projects completed so far 
3. Workplace injuries down 

almost 10% 
4. Completed numerous 

projects to enhance bike 
network & pedestrian 
safety Maria Contreras, Parking Control Officer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maintaining a safe and secure transportation system continues to be the SFMTA’s top priority.A sense of security and safety is critical to the health and well-being of the city Will motivate more people to embrace complementary forms of transportation such as public transit, carsharing, bicycling and walking The SFMTA is responsible for keeping those who use city streets safe on the road, on foot, on a Muni vehicle or in a taxiThe agency is also committed to employee safety and reducing accidents and injuries for our more than 4,800 employeesThis year we have made progress:Crime on Muni down 30 percent: We partnered  with the San Francisco Police Department to increase police presence on Muni. This surge of officers helped reduce crime on Muni by about 28 percent (July 2013-June 2014). Public outreach efforts like our citywide “Eyes Up, Phone Down” campaign also contributed to a safer, more secure Muni.Safer streets for all: City leaders and the SFMTA adopted Vision Zero – the ambitious goal of eliminating traffic fatalities in San Francisco by 2024 through public education and street safety infrastructure. The first 8 Vision Zero projects are complete, with at least 16 more to come by 2016.Workplace injuries on the decline: We’ve revised  our industrial safety standards and established a program  to prevent injuries and illness. These and other efforts are seeing results – workplace injuries and workers’ compensation claims are down nearly 10% over two years (July 2012-June 2014Bike & ped projects: 52 traffic calming projects, Safe Routes to School, new or safer bikeways on streets including Polk and Folsom, public education through Eyes Up, Phone Down, Be Nice, Look Twice and other programs



Vision Zero 
Goal: To eliminate traffic fatalities in San Francisco by 2024 
• Adopted in 2014 by SFMTA and city partners 
• 24 projects in 24 months, plus public education & enforcement 
• WalkFirst: Focus on 6% of streets where 60% of serious and fatal 

injuries occur 
 

Cole Emde, co-owner of bike-friendly Black Sands Brewery & Supply, 
and Michael Smithwick, advocate for waking and biking improvements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every year hundreds of people are injured or killed in  traffic collisions in San Francisco. To reverse this trend,  in 2014 the SFMTA collaborated with other city departments and leaders to adopt the Vision Zero policy with the  goal of eliminating traffic fatalities in the city by 2024.  To jumpstart this ambitious initiative, we are working  with a number of city partners to implement 24 engineering projects in 24 months to improve safety for everyone.  We’re also launching new public education campaigns, enhancing enforcement of traffic laws and evaluating results.Projects that support Vision Zero re-engineer city streets to prevent the types of human error that all too often lead to  tragedy. Improvements range from improving bike lanes on upper Market Street to reducing traffic speeds on Sunset  Boulevard. The goal is to calm traffic, enhance visibility and improve the organization of our streets. FROM 2002 TO 2011, 300 PEOPLE DIED IN TRAFFIC COLLISIONS IN SAN FRANCISCO. BY SUPPORTING VISION ZERO, WE WILL HELP  PREVENT FURTHER LOSS.



Goal 2: Travel Choices 

Make transit, walking, 
bicycling, taxi, 
ridesharing and 
carsharing the most 
attractive and preferred 
means of travel 
Accomplishments: 
 

1. New Muni bus fleet by 
2019, new rail fleet by 
2030 

2. Expanding vehicle sharing 
– cars, bikes and rides 

3. SFpark pilot completed, 
making parking easier and 
cheaper in pilot areas 
 Russell Pritchard, owner of Zonal 

and supporter of SFpark 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goal 2 seeks to achieve the 1973 directive of a Transit First city. Working toward a substantial increase in the number of people who choose to travel using Muni, walking, bicycling, and regional transit options. Improving the attractiveness and reliability of San Francisco’s transportation system for all users is a key component As new forms of local and regional transportation options like bicycle sharing, car sharing and shuttles grow, the SFMTA will continue to partner with these providers to pursue alternate and sustainable travel options in San Francisco.Accomplishments: The Muni fleet of the future: We purchased 112 new hybrid buses and are on track to replace the entire bus and electric trolleybus fleet within four years. And we’re moving forward to replace Muni’s light rail fleet and expand it to as many as 260 cars over the next 15 years, with the first batch arriving in 2016.Sharing cars, bikes and rides: Vehicle sharing reduces emissions and parking demand and makes it easier to get around without owning a car. Last year we helped Bay Area Bike Share, a regional program, launch in San Francisco with 350 bikes at 35 stations. We’re expanding carsharing through a pilot program that will dedicate up to 900 on-street parking spaces to car share companies like Zipcar, City CarShare and Getaround. And we initiated a first-of-its-kind pilot program to formalize and regulate privately operated commuter shuttles and bring about safer operations and less confusion on our streets.SFpark: SFpark improved the availability of parking in some of San Francisco’s busiest commercial neighborhoods, including the Mission, downtown and Civic Center. It priced parking based on local demand, increasing rates when parking was hard to find and decreasing prices when demand was low. Even as the economy, population and parking demand grew, parking availability improved dramatically in SFpark pilot areas.Average on-street meter rates dropped by $0.11 per hour, or 4 percent;Average garage rates dropped by $0.42 per hour, or 12 percent;Target occupancy of 60-80 percent was met 31 percent more often;Blocks were full (i.e., no available parking) 16 percent less often;Average time spent searching for parking decreased by 5 minutes, or 43 percent;Meter-related citations decreased by 23 percent; andVehicle miles travelled and greenhouse gas emissions from cars circling for parking decreased by 30 percent.



Muni Forward 
Saving customers up to an hour each week in commute time. 

• Brings together long list of projects & planning efforts to create a 
faster, safer and more comfortable experience 

• The multiyear planning process (Transit Effectiveness Project) 
received environmental approval in spring 2014 

Homer Perez, 8X Bayshore Express customer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Muni Forward: Muni Forward brings together the long list of projects and planning efforts underway to create a faster, safer and more comfortable experience for Muni customers. Muni Forward projects incorporate service changes that better reflect today’s travel patterns and capital projects that improve reliability and reduce travel times along high-ridership corridors. Citywide, Muni Forward is expected to reduce travel times by up to 20 percent on key corridors, increase service by up to 12 percent, and enhance service between neighborhoods.Creating a Rapid Network: To make travel on our most heavily used routes faster and more efficient, we’re planning a Rapid Network that will prioritize frequency and reliability. These routes form the backbone of the Muni network. Modernizing Routes & Improving Reliability: Our plans include increased service and new and adjusted bus routes that will provide more direct connections to other regional transit systems (like BART) and strengthen transit links between neighborhoods. Making the System Smarter: We’re improving our use of technology and infrastructure to make Muni smarter, faster and more reliable. Upgrades include traffic signals that prioritize Muni, a state-of-the-art control center, and new radio systems in our buses and trains. Enhancing Safety and Access: Safety and accessibility are essential to a comfortable, pleasant experience on Muni. We’re adding pedestrian safety enhancements at Muni stops, and we’re making sure everyone can safely get on and off our buses and trains by expanding the number of stops with wheelchair access. 



Goal 3: Livability 
Improve affordability, 
the environment and 
quality of life in San 
Francisco 
Accomplishments: 
 

1. Streetscape projects 
shown to boost local 
economies 

2. Reduced fuel costs and 
building energy use 

3. Improving project delivery 
to enhance efficiency, 
coordination and 
collaboration 

Precious Listana, Youth Commission 
member & Free Muni for Youth participant 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SFMTA and its local and regional partners are dedicated to serving this dynamic population and the economic development of San Francisco.Regional growth trends project a 35 percent increase in household population and a 34 percent growth in jobs in San Francisco between 2011 and 2040. The SFMTA estimates that this growth in population and jobs will lead to a 48 percent increase in Muni ridership over the same time period. By providing sustainable transportation options, the SFMTA plays an important role in the social, economic, and environmental health of San Francisco.Accomplishments:Streetscape projects boost local economies: In recent years, the City has redesigned a number of streets with livability in mind, making them safer, more beautiful  and more functional for residents and businesses. This  year we assessed the economic impact of these projects  on commercial corridors. We found that redesigned  streets have economically outperformed nearby streets that were not redesigned. We will continue to study the impacts of these projects across the city.Reducing our carbon footprint: By reducing fuel use and standardizing fuel blends, the SFMTA has reduced overall fuel costs by 10 percent. Our new hybrid buses are more efficient than the buses they replaced, making for a cleaner, greener Muni fleet. Also, in the past year, SFMTA building energy use decreased by more than 5% for electricity and 16% for natural gas.Project delivery: To better meet San Francisco’s transportation needs, we are working to deliver projects more collaboratively, efficiently and effectively. Led by an internal project delivery task force, we have upgraded project management technology, improved coordination with other  city agencies, assessed and planned for long-term staffing needs, and enhanced our public outreach efforts. These changes support projects of all sizes – from the Central Subway to the 24 critical safety projects under Vision Zero -- and guide our efforts from planning to construction. We recently hired a project delivery manager to ensure we are putting these improvements into action on all of our projects.



Central Subway 
 

T Third Line: Projected to carry 65,000 daily 
by 2030, the most of any Muni Metro line 

• Tunneling completed in 
11 months 

• Largest & final major 
construction contract 
awarded 

• Small business 
commitment exceeded 

• On time, within budget, 
service expected by 2019 

Tunnel boring machine Mom Chung at the 
end of the tunnels in North Beach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Central Subway is the largest single investment in San Francisco’s transportation system in decades. It will extend the Muni  Metro T Third Line 1.7 miles, mostly underground, through some  of the city’s busiest and most densely populated neighborhoods. The new and improved T Third Line will connect SoMa,  Union Square and Chinatown via rapid transit and improve access to Visitacion Valley, the Bayview, the Dogpatch and other communities in eastern San Francisco. Built two new subway tunnels in less than a year. A pair of tunnel boring machines – each 350 feet long, 750 tons and operated by a crew of about 10 – dug through bedrock and sandy clay to construct the tunnels under Fourth Street, Stockton Street and Columbus Avenue.Awarded the project’s largest and final major construction contract. Winning contractor Tutor Perini has begun building the Central Subway’s three subway stations, one surface-level station, train tracks and operating systems. Exceeded our commitment to support small businesses. Of the $840 million stations contract, 25 percent will go to certified Small Business Enterprise (SBE) firms, significantly exceeding the SBE goal of 20 percent.Stayed on time and within budget. The Central Subway is on track to open to the public by 2019.



Goal 4: Service 
Create a collaborative 
environment to support 
delivery of outstanding 
service 
Accomplishments: 
 

1. Agency-wide culture 
initiative to create a culture 
of service 

2. Performance plans and 
appraisals of employees 

3. Recognizing employees for 
outstanding work 

Redeena Cleaver,  
Muni operator trainer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The delivery of a wide variety of transportation services is directly related to the hard work and dedication of its employees. Outstanding service begins with the people and culture of the SFMTA. To deliver it we must create a collaborative and engaging work environment, support our staff at all levels, understand our responsibilities, and hold one another and the Agency accountable in achieving our goals.Accomplishments:Cultivating change: We launched an agency-wide initiative to create a stronger and more effective SFMTA. The effort includes leadership training for division directors and managers; workforce development programs to ensure thoughtful succession planning, leadership development and employee training; and improved hiring processes to prepare for an increase in Muni operations and capital projects.Understanding who’s responsible: With more than 5,000 employees, it’s important that everyone understands their responsibilities and works toward achieving the SFMTA’s goals. In the past two years, we’ve implemented performance plans and annual appraisals for all employees. These tools  help us measure our progress and improve upon it – both  as individuals and as an agency.Employee recognition: The SFMTA Board recognized 48 employees for their outstanding work last year, and we honored hundreds of employees for great work, including 169 Muni operators with 15 or more years of safe driving



Financial Report 
New two-year budget passed 

 

Operating Highlights 
• Muni service increase 
• Free Muni for additional low- and 

moderate-income groups 
• Add staff to improve Muni service 

& project delivery 
 

Capital Highlights 
• Improve Muni thru Muni Forward 
• Invest in safety to support Vision 

Zero 
• Move forward with Capital 

Improvement Program 
• Funding from Prop A, revenue 

bond sales, and new grants Lesley Grossblatt, Dogpatch resident who 
advocated for a playground on SFMTA property 13 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To provide excellent transportation choices, we must manage our limited financial resources to prioritize safety, reliability, quality of life and outstanding service in San Francisco. Our two-year budget reflects these values, allowing us to maintain and improve our transportation network through meaningful investment in operations and infrastructure.Operating budget: FY2015: $928M, FY2016: $945MOur operating budget keeps Muni running, supports Muni affordability programs, and  allows us to employ the mechanics, engineers, operators, planners and administrators  who are the heart of our transportation system. It also supplies parts and fuel, pays rent, funds security services through the San Francisco Police Department, and more.Highlights:Increasing service on Muni by up to 10% to better serve customersExpand Free Muni service to include low- and moderate-income 18-year-olds. New funding sources could help extend the program to seniors and people with disabilities. Adding staff to deliver more projects and improve safety, technology and public outreachCapital budget:FY2015: $878M, FY2016: $805MOur capital budget invests in improving and maintaining our transportation  infrastructure. It funds new Muni vehicles, street safety infrastructure, neighborhood streetscape improvements and other costs related to construction and equipment,  as well as one-time initiatives such as safety and educational outreach programs.  We prioritize investments that promote safety, reliability and efficiency in the  transportation system.Highlights: Muni Forward: Make Muni faster and more reliable by improving transit stops, modernizing maintenance methods and reorganizing streetsTo support Vision Zero, improve safety at dozens of intersections around the city where the most pedestrian injuries occurBicycle Strategy: Add new bikeways, improve existing ones, and install more than 2,000 new bike parking spaces per yearAdopted a Capital Improvement Program that plans for 370 new projects over five years, anticipating $3.3 billion in investment



Transportation 2030: Building Our Future 
Up to $3 billion by 2030 to complete critical transportation projects 

• Proposition A passed! $500 million for Muni and street safety 
• Outlines a funding plan to fill the $6.3 billion funding gap identified 

by Mayor’s Transportation Task Force (TTF) 
• Improvements include new Muni vehicles, track rehabilitation, bike 

network improvements, pedestrian safety programs 

Gabriel Metcalf, executive director 
of SPUR and TTF member 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposition A was the first component of Transportation 2030,  a strategic infrastructure investment program to fix our  transportation network and prepare it for the future.  Through this year’s bond and three recommended future ballot measures, Transportation 2030 would provide  almost $3 billion through 2030 to complete critical transportation projects throughout the cityTransportation 2030 was born of the Mayor’s Transportation Task Force, which in 2013 investigated what San Francisco needs to do to fix our transportation network and prepare  it for the future. The Task Force found that to meet current  need and future demand the City needs to invest $10 billion in transportation infrastructure through 2030 – $6.3 billion more than what was already planned. Through new, local  funding and smart, citywide investment, Transportation  2030 will make it easier, faster and safer to get around.



Measuring Our Progress 
• 16 Key Performance Indicators 

– Met goal or made progress: 9 
– Did not improve: 3 
– Baseline developed: 2 
– Reporting commencing in FY2015: 2 

• Completed or significant progress on 86% of 
Strategic Action Items 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Strategic Plan includes specific targets (we call them Key Performance Indicators) that we use to monitor and measure our progress. Every two years we develop a Strategic Action Plan that keeps us focused on achieving the agency’s broader goals in our day-to-day work. Two years after adopting the plan, we’re pleased to report we’ve completed or made significant progress on 86 percent of the actions in it and more than half of the Key Performance Indicators.For FY 2013 - FY 2014, we prioritized information gathering to lay a foundation to achieve our FY 2018 goals.We met our goals of reducing workplace injuries and reducing our structural operating deficit. With the new funds from Props A and B, we will make progress toward reducing our State of Good Repair capital deficit.We also made progress in improving customer satisfaction and employee satisfaction, enhancing security on Muni, improving parking availability in SFpark areas, increasing the use of employee performance plans, and reducing the economic impact of Muni delays. We have not yet seen improvement in the percent of transit trips with bunches and gaps, transit cost per revenue hour, or the number of Muni collisions per 100,000 miles. However, I am confident that these measures will improve as we complete more Muni Forward projects, increase Muni service, add more operators, and put more of our efficient, reliable new vehicles into service.We set baselines for two KPIs – mode share and CO2 emissions – and will report on progress in 2015.  Measures for the two remaining indicators (capital project delivery and stakeholder rating) are in development. We expect to begin reporting on these next year.This was our first budget cycle using Key Performance Indicators. As we’ve tracked and analyzed the 16 KPIs, we have learned some valuable lessons about which data sources are the most appropriate and meaningful in assessing our work. In the coming year we will revisit the key performance indicators and may revise the data sources or the milestones we have set. The baselines we have established in the past two fiscal years will provide us an excellent basis on which to move forward.



Thank You! 
Thanks to everyone who kept us moving and 

moved us even further ahead. 
 

Mayor Lee, the Board of Supervisors, our 
employees, their families, the unions who 

represent them, our sister city agencies, and the 
837,000 people who call San Francisco home. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our transportation system is fundamental to San Francisco – as central to its spirit and  livelihood as its hills, its history and the creative energy that has built and sustained this great city. We thank everyone who kept us moving and moved us even further ahead.Every day you remind us why we are here and help us do our best work. Thank you for supporting us and  keeping us honest.
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